Wetting transitions on patterned surfaces with diffuse interaction potentials embedded in a Young-Laplace formulation.
The Minimum Energy Paths (MEPs) of wetting transitions on pillared surfaces are computed with the Young-Laplace equation, augmented with a pressure term that accounts for liquid-solid interactions. The interactions are smoothed over a short range from the solid phase, therefore facilitating the numerical solution of problems concerning wetting on complex surface patterns. The patterns may include abrupt geometric features, e.g., arrays of rectangular pillars, where the application of the unmodified Young-Laplace is not practical. The MEPs are obtained by coupling the augmented Young-Laplace with the modified string method from which the energy barriers of wetting transitions are eventually extracted. We demonstrate the method on a wetting transition that is associated with the breakdown of superhydrophobic behavior, i.e., the transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wenzel state, taking place on a superhydrophobic pillared surface. The computed energy barriers quantify the resistance of the system to these transitions and therefore, they can be used to evaluate superhydrophobic performance or provide guidelines for optimal pattern design.